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I. INTRODUCTION 
The horizontally cwved heam has a variety of uses 
such as in the design of elevated tanlcs and balconies of 
theatres and auditoriums. According to Yoiang and Hughes 
(15) bridge girders have been built of clrcular~arc plan. 
The principles of analysis of the horizontally curved 
beam may be applied to the arch rib with a lateral wind 
load. It has also been found expedient to use the curved 
beam for corners of buildings where it is desired to omit 
columns. 
The problem of the curved beam is a three dimen­
sional one. It Involves bending moment, torque and shear. 
A general solution which could cover all cases would be 
very complicated. One complicating factor la the measure 
of torsional rigidity. Another complication is introduced 
by the fact that for certain cross-sections of beam, par­
ticularly those of I-form, there are bending momenta in­
duced in planes parallel to the plane of the axis of the 
beam which cannot readily be determined by the use of 
statics. If the simplifying assumption is made that the 
unit angle of twlet varieo as the total torque, regardless 
of the length of the member, then a general solution may 
be expedited. There r.emalns then only the bending moment, 
torquG and shear for which to solve. However, an analysis 
of this type is not applicable to a curved beam when Its 
shape is such that additional bending moments may be in­
duced In planes parallel to the plane of the axis of the 
beam, 
A special solution Is necessary for a curved beam of 
I cross-section. In this case there exists a bending 
moment in the plane of each of the flanges. The bending 
moment in one flange Is equal to the bending moment In the 
other flange but of opposite sign, V/hen analysing the beam. 
If we imagine the beam out at any section these tv;o moments 
cancel the effects of one another. Consequently, It is 
necessary to depend upon displacements when solving for 
these Induced bending moments. There is also a shear which 
accompanies each of those moments. This shear contributes 
to the total twisting moment In that the total tv/lsting 
moment is eqiml to this shear times the depth of the beam, 
or more properly the distance between the centroids of the 
flanges, plus the pure torsion. The ciarved beam of I 
cross-section also has bending moment, twisting moment and 
vertical shear acting upon it. 
10 
The objectives of this thesis are, first, to present 
an analysis for a curved beam of any plan in v/hloh there 
is little or no bending moment induced in planes parallel 
to the plane of the axis of the beam; second, to present 
an analysis of the circular-arc beam of I cross-section 
T 
which is loaded by single concentrated loads; and third, 
to present the results of experiments for comparison v;ith 
the algebraic analyses. 
In connection with these analyses experimental in­
vestigations were conducted on a curved round rod of steel 
and a curved I-beam. The I-beam was bent cold and tested, 
both in the unannealed and annealed conditions. 
- 11 -
II. HISTORICAL 
The problem of the beam curved in plan has been 
treated by a number of investigators» The first work on 
the curved beam was by Grnshof (5), He dealt with the 
circular ring cut at a section with two eqml and opposite 
loads applied at the cut ends. 
The majority of inveatigfttors have used the circular-
arc for the plan of the beam and have assumed that the 
unit angle of twist varies directly aa the total twisting 
moment, regtrdleas of the shape of the cross-section. 
Mayer (9) treated the girder of haif-circular plan with 
unsymmetrical loads and a uniform load, Federhof (3) did 
the same but extended the work to include influence lines. 
Gibson and Ritchie (4) published a book on the circular-
arc bov/ girder in which are given curves of bending moments 
and twisting moments to be used for various values of sub­
tended arc. They presented the results of experiments 
conducted on a number of commercial steel sections which 
were tested in order to determine the torsional rigidity 
of these sections, Kannenberg (7) treated the circular-
~ 12 •• 
arc beam on which the loads v/ere syniTnetrically placed. 
St, Hesaler (12) worked on the circular-arc curved 
beam with fixed ends and loaded with uniform and symmrTiet-
rically placed loads. He also derived formulas for the 
analysis of circular-arc beams with uniform loads in which 
the beams v/ere on three and four equally spaced supports 
(13). 
Worch (16) treated examples of curved beams made up 
of straight pieces and having several intermediate supports, 
Hailer (6) analyzed a special case of a beam whose plan was 
made up of a straight piece and a quadrant of a circle and 
loaded uniformly, Oesterblom (10) treated the circular-arc 
girder with uniformly distributed loads and presented curves 
of bending moment and twisting moment for various values 
of the elastic constants, 
Pippard and Barrow (11) treated the curved girder 
vrlth fixed ends. The curve of the girder could have any 
plan form, i.e,, it was not limited to the circular-arc 
shape. The procedure recommended for the analysis of the 
non-circular shape involved the use of a planlmeter or 
Simpson's rule for determining areas. The first analysis 
developed in this thesis eliminates this inconvenience 
and expresses the bending moment, twisting moment and 
shear In general terms. 
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All of the work mentioned above neglected the special 
treatment necessary for curved beams of I cross-section, 
Andr^e (1) was the first to treat the beam of I-form, 
Unold (14) published the most complete treatment of 
circular-arc curved girders and included a stunmary of the 
work done on this problem prior to 1922, In the second 
analysis of this thesis his treatment of the circular-arc 
beam of I cross-section has been extended to apply to the 
beam v/lth unsymmetrical concentrated loads and experiments 
were conducted for comparison with the analysis. 
An uncertainty in a problem of this nature is the 
determination of a suitable torsion factor for irregular 
cross-sections. Along this line experiments have been 
conducted by Ritchie (4) and by Young and Hughes (15), 
An attempt was made by these Investigators to determine a 
suitable relation between the experimental VBlue of the 
torsion factor and the polar moment of inertia of the 
sections tested, but the results were not entirely satis­
factory, Lyse and Johnston (0) conducted an extensive 
investigation on commercial steel sections in which the 
experimental values of the torsion factor were compared 
with the results of work using the membrane analogy. 
This investigation v/as found to be quite satisfactory 
and consequently the information has been made available 
to the engineering profession in a steel handbook (2), 
- 14 -
III. ANALYSIS OP CURVED BEAM BY METHOD OF V/ORK IWVOLVIls'G 
ONLY BElJDINa MOMENT, TWIvSTING MOIffiJIT 
AND VERTICAL SHEAR 
A. General 
The analysis developed in this chapter follov^a some-
v/hat the procedure presented by Pippard and Barrow (11), 
but the aol\;tionB are extended to include formulaa for 
bending moment, twisting moinent and shear in general 
terms. V;/her© it is possible terms are combined in order 
to expedite the v/ork necessfiry for practical application. 
The formulas derived in this chapter are applicable 
to a curved beam with fixed ends and a plan of any shape, 
"Needloss to say, the application becomes simplified for 
the case in which the plan of the beam is symmetrical. 
In solving for the redundants we imagine the beam 
cut at any section, G, (see Fig, 1) and such forces are 
applied as to again produce continuity. In this case 
the beam is cut along the YZ-piane, At the cut end are 
placed a bending moment, twisting moment and shear, de­
signated by the characters T^, and V^, respectively. 
- 15 
The equation for work la written and by taking partial 
derivatives of the work v/ith respect to and 
and equating each partial derivative to zero, three 
equations are obtained involving the three unknowns. 
In the case of the unsymmetrical beam the section, 
C, should be taken at the right support. Then all terms 
with the subscript R would vanish, as they are used to 
indicate functions on the right segment of the beam. 
The bending moment, twistl2ig moment and shear at the 
right support would then be given by the formulas for 
Mo '^c and Vp, respectively. 
B. Notation 
The following notation la used in Chapters III and 
IV. 
The subscripts L and R designate the 
left segment and the right segment, 
respectively, of the beam. 
6 angle which the tangent to the left 
segment of the beam axis makes with the 
Y-axis (Pig. lb). 
0 angle, corresponding to 9, for the right 
segment of the beam. 
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Mjj, TQ and bending moment, twisting moment and shear, 
respectively, at C necessary to produce 
continuity. 
ds olomental length of the beam axis, 
M, T bending moment and twisting moment, res­
pectively, at any section on the beam, 
moment, at any section, in the X-direction 
due to the applied loads. 
m^ moment, at any section, in the Y-direction 
due to the applied loads. 
E modulus of elasticity In tension, 
I moment of Inertia, 
G modulus of elasticity in shear. 
K a torsion constant; polar moment of 
inertia for circular section, 
EI flexural rigidity, 
GK torsional rigidity, 
X distance from C to section under con­
sideration in X-direction, 
y distance from C to section under con­
sideration in Y-direction, 
V/ v/ork. 
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C. Assijmptions 
The following assumptions are made. 
1, Hooke's law applies. 
2, The deformations are small ao that it may be said 
(approximately) for angular deformations that o<' sino( = 
* 
tan c< , v/here « is the angular deformation, 
3, The angle of tv/iat per unit length of beam varies 
T as -i-. 
OK 
4. The angle of bending per iinit length of beam 
JL 
EI* 
varies as ^
D, Derivation 
B'igure la, a view of the left segment of the beam, 
shows the positions of the X-, Y- and Z-axes. The YZ-
plane cuts the beam at C, At the cut end the positive 
directions of bending moment, twisting moment and shear 
are indicated. 
Figure lb shows the line diagram of the left segment 
of the beam with the angle G and x- and y- distances. 
In order to express the bending and twisting moments, 
due to the shear at any section in. terms of the 
- 18 -
I/M, 
Fie. /. LEFT SEGMENT OF BEAM. 
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coordinates x and y it ia necessary to express the dis­
tances • u and V (Fig, lb) in terms of x and y. The 
distance u is from C to the section under consideration 
along a tangent at the section. The perpendicular distance 
from C to the tangent at the section is taken as v. 
Figure 2 shows the portion of the "beam between C and 
any section. Prom the figiare we see that 
V = AC = AB - BC = DE - BC 
= X cos 0 — y sin 0 
and 
u = AP = AD + DP - BE + DP 
= X sin 6 •+* y cos 0 
Now, the bending moment and twisting moment at any 
point along the left segment of the axis of the beam may 
be expressed as follows; 
= MQ sin 0 + VQU -h cos 9 + sin 0 + M^  ^ cos 0 
s Mp sin 0 + VQ(x sin 0 4- y cos 0) + TQ cos 0 
•+ mv sin 9 + m^ cos © (l) 
and 
Tj^ •= — c os 0 — VcV +  Tjj sin 0  - cos 0  + m sin © 
L 
- 20 
A 
90* 
90' 90* 
FI<B. Z. DlSTfikNCE  ^ U AND V. 
F/G. 3. Q./GHT -Segment OF BEAM 
- 21 ~ 
= —MQ COS © - V^(x cos 9 - y sin 0) sin 0 
—irijj; cos 0 •+ in^ sin 0 (2) 
L -^L 
In a similar manner the expressions for bending 
moment and twisting moment may be written for the right 
segment of the beam, Pigure 3 shows the right segment 
of the beam with the positive directions of M^, TQ and 
VQ indicated. In order to have continuity the value of 
MQ on the left segment of the beam must be equal to the 
value on the right segment. The values of and 
on the left segment of the beam must be equal to those 
on the right segment but of opposite sign. The expres­
sions for bending moment and twisting moment for the 
right segment of the beam may be written as follows: 
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For a symmetrical structure the coefficients of VQ 
and T^,, in equation (12), cancel so that one may solve 
directly for Then the two remaining equations (13) 
and (14) each have two unknowns which can readily be 
determined. 
Let 
sin 0 *cos 9 (|| - §|) = b (21) 
P p 
sin G da , cos © ds ^ 
+ = C (22 J 
EI GK 
and 
P 2 
coa © da , sin 0 ds , 
rri— + = d 
EI * GK 
the expressions for 1 ^ and may be rewritten 
5 + m. )c + -i-my )b 
Mc=-^ ^ (24) 
2. ^  C 
-(^ (xb4-9d)J(j[(mx-m,Jb+(rn^ ,-m^ .^ )d])4-(^ d)(^  [(m>^ - m,J(xc-njb)4-(mx ~ m^ J(xb-njd)]) 
£(j(xb+»jci))^  - ^(J(x^ c + zxl^ b + /d)j(2d) 
_ -(J^ (xb+yd;)(j[(m^ -iTvJ(xc +yb)+(my^ -m^ j(xb+yd;]j + (J(x'^ c +£xyb + y*d))(J[(m, - m,Jb+Cnjj,-my^ )dj) 
^ 2(J(xb + (^d)j^ - £(J(x^c + exyb + /d)j^^d^ 
If one is in+erested in drawing influence lines and loads only the left half 
of the structure rHx^- and equations (2'^)^ arjd (j^®) may be written 
y C + 7 "ly t) 
'^c-' (") 
-(l(xb-Kjd))(2(r"x^ bH-m,,^ d)) + (^ d)(^ [mxJxcH-tjb)-h m,^ (^xb-njd)]) 
2(^ (xb + i^ djj^  -a^ J^ x^ c + zxyb + y^ d)j(^ dj 
-(2(xb + vd))(j^ [m»^ (xc + *^ b) + my^ (xb + yd)]j + (j^ (x^ c + axybi-tj^ d))(^ (m^ b^ + my^ d)^  / \ 
2(^^(xb+yd^^ -£(J(x^c+exyt) + y^d;)(Jdj 
K) 
Cn 
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To further simplify equations (28) and (29) tho 
following substitutions may be made: 
let (xc +• yb) - D 
and (xb 4- yd) •= B 
Then 
2 +' 
Z L C  
Mc = - (30) 
° ' Z { L ? > ) ^ - Z ( L ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ) ) ( L D } '  
In order to facilitate the computations in the solu­
tions of an actual case the expressions for b, c and d 
may be rev/ritten as follov/s: 
T. -4 ^ ^ /'is sin 29 , 1 1 . . 
b - sin 0 cos e (j,j - 2 ^EI GK^ 
sin 29 . , , . 
2 EI 
EI 
where n = — 
GK 
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ds 2 „ ds 0 = aln 0 ^ cos 9 = (1 -- cos 2 9) ds 
2EI 
+ (1 + cos 2 9) ~ 
2GK 
^ ^ ^ eoB 2 9 (i^ - i,) f 
i , V c3 S f «,  ^
2ii 
C03 2 Q da 
2 EI 
(54) 
and. 
2 2 COS 9 da , sin 0 ds . v ds 
« = 5J— -I- - — I L  + CO. 8 9) |_ 
- (1 - ® Ik 
/T J- \ ./I \ COS 2 G ds 
(1 + n) 2ei"^"(^ 2 EI 
In the case of a load at the center of the beam, with 
the section C taken at the center, V and T- are equal to 
 ^ w 
zero and the expression for may be simplified to 
Z "'x, ° + 2 '"7, ^  
Mo= " -
2 LO 
28 
In the case of a unit load at C 
2 in^  = - X 
and 
"ir 
and since 
xc + yb = D we then have 
I D 
22;C 
For the case of an unsymmetrical beam, take the 
section C at the right support. Then and 
are the bending moment, tv/iating moment and shear, 
respectively, at the riglit support. Expressions for 
Tq and then may bo written 
Mc-
and 
•L 
T -
c ~ 
Vc = -
Where 
N  =  d o )  (  Z B)" + ( I a) ( I D) ' + ( z b) ' - (HxD + yb)")  
- (Zo) (Id) ( 1 ( X I >  + yB) ) -  S (Zd) (lb) (ZB) 
•" 29 •" 
R - P(2 B)2 + (xD + yB) ) (j; b) + J(2d)(^D) 
- pCJ;(XD t yB)')(2d) - H(XD)(2B) - J(2,b)(2B) 
S= F('^(xD + yB))(2:b) + H(^D)^ + J(^C)(ZB) 
- F(1B)(ID) - e(^{x-D + yB))(2c) - J(Zb)(ZD) 
F(Zd)(lD) + H(ZB)(ZC) + J(Zb)^ - P(Zb)(ZB) 
- H(Zb)(ZD) - J(Id)(Zc) 
- Jmyb 
H= -^tn^b -^itiyd 
J= -2n.x° "IV 
The other symbols are aa previortsly defined. 
In order to determine the bending moment and twistin^s 
moment at any section the above values of M^, and V 
*' c' c c 
should be substituted in equations (1) and (2). 
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IV. EXPERIMENTS ON A CURVED ROD OF CIRCULAR-ARC PLAN, 
A. Testa 
An application of the theory presented in Chapter 
III ia demonstrated by the analysis and testing of a 
3/4 inch round rod of medium open hearth steel. The rod 
was bent into a aenii-circle Vk'ith a center line radius of 
14-^- inches and with 5 inches of each end left straight 
and then threaded. Each end of the rod had tv/o square 
head nuts for anchorage purposes. Each nut at the be­
ginning of the arc had a hole drilled tlirough it and 
through the rod, then a pin was driven into the hole so 
as to lock the nut on the rod and thus prevent turning. 
The "bent rod was fastened to a 15 inch channel 
(tt part of the steel framework in the laboratory) by means 
of two 3/8 inch plates and eight 3/4 inch bolts. As 
described above, the nuts on the test specimen were 
fixed in auch a way as to simulate a fixed end condition 
when the rod was clamped in place. Loads were then app­
lied at right angles to the plane of the axis of the rod. 
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Two Hiiggenberger tensometers wero used for measuring 
strains due to "bending moment, and a troptometer on a 
1 inch gage length for measuring angles of twist due to 
torque, (Fig. 4). The troptometer arw made contact 
with the plunger of a j^ q^ qqq inch dial about If inches 
from the axis of the rod, 
A modulus of elasticity in tension of 30,000,000 
p.s.i. was obtained from teats of the coupon cut from 
the same piece as the rod. Using a 10 inch gage length 
the modulus of elasticity in shear v/as found to be 
10,100,000 p.3,1. 
At different times the gages were attached at the 
quarter-point and at the center. The load, the maximum 
of which was slightly over 83 lbs,, vms placed at various 
points along the length of the rod and observations made. 
The results of these tests are shown in Pigs, 5, 6, 8 
and 9, The gages were also placed as near the support 
as possible and the results of the observations are 
shown in Pig, 15 (a) and (b). 
The rod was later cut to form a subtended arc of 
144'' and then tested. The results of the teats are 
shown in Pigs, 10, 11, 13 and 14, 
Pig. 4 Curved Rod in Place. 
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B« Analytical 
Tables I, II, III and IV indicate the procedure 
followed in obtaining information for drawing Influence 
lines for bending moment, twisting moment and shear for 
the curved rod. This information is given in detail so 
that the form might be followed in the case where the 
rod or beam has a non-circular plan. Each half of the 
rod was divided into 15 equal sections. The distances 
used in the computations were measured to the center of 
the sections. The values of T_ and V- recorded in C c c 
Tables III and IV were obtained by substituting the 
proper quantities in equations (30), (31) and (32), 
Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 show Influence lines 
drawn for bending moment, twisting moment and shear for 
an arc of 180*^, Figures 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 show the 
influence lines for an arc of 144°, The results of the 
tests are plotted In these figures for comparison with 
the theoretical values. 
TA»L6 I COMPUTATIONS OP X ANO Y DISTANCES. 
SIN if COS ^  1-COS 16 
X 
r SIN ^  
Y 
r(i-cos^ 
5" 0.0 5234- 0.9 986 3 0 .00137  0.75893 O.OIQB7 
9° 0.15643 0.98769 0.01231 2.26824 0.17850 
15° 0.2588E 0.96593 0.03407 3.75289 0.49402 
21' 0.35837 0.93358 0.0664E 5.19637 0.96309 
Z?" 0.45399 0.891 01 0.10899 6.58286 I.58036 
33° 0.54464 0.83667 O.I6I33 789728 2.33 929 
39' 0.62932 0.77715 0.22265 9./E5I4 3.23133 
4-5° 0-707II 0.70711 0.29289 I0.253I0 4.24691 
ai"" 0.777)5 0.62932 0.37068 11.26868 5.37466 
57° 0.83867 0.54464- 0.45536 I2.(6072 6.60272 
63° 0.69(0| 0.45399 O.54.6O! J2.9f965 7.91715 
69° 0.93358 0.35 8 37 0.64I63 13.53691 9.30364 
75° 0.96593 0.£586E 0.74 H 8 I4.00599 10.747(1 
0.98769 0.1564-3 0.84357 14.32151 12.23177 
87° 0.99863 0.05234- 0.94766 (4.48014- 13.74107 
90° 1.00000 0.00000 1.00000 14.50000 I4.SOOOO 
I 
03 
I 
TABLE H. COMPUTATIONS OF VALUES 
B E N Q I N G  M O M E N T ,  T W f S T I I  
BADIUS =  I4 - .5 "  -  -0 .2425  C =  
n=|i = ,.485 1:^ = + ,2425 d=^ 
5
E
C
,
 
SIN ae COS 2.0 X y 
b 
" 51N 2-0 
i-n 2 COS£« C d 
I 0.I0453 -0.99452 0.75693 0.01987 -0.02535 0.2 4 H 7 1.00 133 l.463e 
2. 0. 3090a -0.9S I06 2.26624 O. I7650 ~0.07494 O. 23063 I..O 1 1 67 1,473 1 
3 0.50000 -0,66603 3 75289 0.4940a -0. 12125 0.2IOOI 1,03249 1.45 2. 
4 0.66913 -0.74314 5, 19637 0. 9 6 309 -0.16226 O. 1802 1 l,06229 1 4 2  2  
5 0,6090a -0,58779 6. 56286 I.58036 -0. 19619 0. 1425 4 I.09996 1,38 5< 
6 0,91355 -0.40674 7. 69726 2. 339 29 -0.22154 0.09863 1.1 4367 1.34 11 
7 0,97815 -0.a079l 9. 125 14 3.23 1 33 -0.23720 0.05042 I.I9208 1, 29 2 
6 1.OOOOO -O.OOOO I0.253I0 4,24691 -0.24 2 50 O. OOOOO I.24250 1.2 42 
9 0.97615 + 0.2079I 11, 2€)866 5. 37486 -0.2372O -0.05042 1.292,92 1, 1 921 
10 0.91355 + 0.40674 12.16072 6.60272 -0.22 154 -0.09663 1.341 13 1 1 4 
II 0, 60902 +0.56779 12.91 965 7-, 9 1 7 1 5 -0,196 1 9 -0.14254 1,36504 1.099 
(Z 0.669I3 +0.74 314 I3.S36 9 1 9.30364 -0,162 26 -0, )802 1 1,4227 1 1 062 
z 14.22619 15.59 1 
13 0.50000 +0.66603 I4.00599 I0.74 7II -O.I2( 25 -0. 2|00( 1.45251 (.032 
14 0.3090a + 0,95106 14.32151 12.23177 -0,07494 -0,23063 1.47313 1.0 1 1 < 
15 0. I04.53 + 0.9945E 14,46014 13,74107 -0.02535 -0,24II7 1.48367 1, 00 1 
z I6.637SO 16,63-

ONS OF VALUES FOB INFLUENCE L INES ^ — 
MOMENT,  TWISTING MOMENT,  AND 5HEAR. ,  
1 .2425 c = COS 2-0-  B = X b - f i^d 
.2425 d= — + -g— COS 2e D = XC +  L jb  
)S £« C d xb yd e> D yB xD 
»17 1.OOl 33 1.48367 -0.01924 0.02946 O OlO 2 4 0.7594 4 0.00020 0.57636 
063 I.O 1 t 67 1.47313 -0.16996 O. 26 2 95 0,09297 2. 28 » 7 9 0.0 1 6 6 0 5.175 6 5 
D O I  I.03249 1,45251 -0.45504 O. 7 1 7 57 O. 2 6 253 3.6 1 4 9 2 0, I2970 14.31696 
0 Z \  I.06229 1 4E 271 -0.643(6 (. 37020 O. 5 2 70 4 5.36376 0.5 07 5 9 2 7.67219 
15 4- 1.09996 1, 38 504 -1,29 149 2. 1 6666 O.69737 6,93063 1.41617 45.62466 
663 1. 1 4367 1, 34 I 13 -1,74956 3. 15729 1.367 73 6 5 1522 3.24630 67 24706 
042 1.1 9 E06 1.29292. -2.16446 4. 17 765 2.0I 337 10. II 1 4 3 6.50566 92.26621 
GOO ;.E4£50 1, 2 42 50 -2.46636 5.27679 2.7904/ 1 1.70960 11,65062 120.05970 
i042 1.^92 9 2 1, 1 9 206 -2.672 93 6.40726 3 73433 13. 29456 20,07(50 149.61 237 
>663 1.3411 3 1. 14 387 -2.69409 7 5 5 2 6 5 4.65656 14.64634 32 07971 160,54^16 
254. 1, 3eso4 1.09996 -2. 5 34 7 1 6.70855 6/7364 /6,34097 46.67922 Z II. II 96 1 
O Z \  1.4227 1 106229 -2. {9 650 9. 68 3 1 6 7.6 a 6 6 6 17:74949 71.51 392 240.27325 
14.22619 15,59161 30,43505 111.71639 196 21 9 39 1154.66626 
OOl 1.4525 1 1.0324 9 -1,69 62 3 11,09626 9.39 605 19.04075 101 00/ee 266.66455 
>063 1.47313 1.0 1 1 67 -1.07 325 12.37696 II.3037/ 20.16060 (36.26436 289.01953 
M17 1,48367 1.001 33 -0, 36707 13.75935 13.39226 21. I3S4I I64.02426 306.04370 
16,63730 16.63750 64.52909 I72.07535 619 5099I 20I6.63604 

T A B L E  H  ( C  O N T I N U E D ) .  
LOAD AT I 
u 
tU 
10 
mx. my^ rrix b *1. m,c m;,^D 
1 t 
1 o. O. 
2 - K50931 -O. 15663 O. 1 1 3 1 1 - 1.52723 - 3. 44- 3 9 3 o.oil 69 -O. 23366 -0.014.75 
3 -2.99396 -0.47415 0.36302 - 3.0 9 f 23 - 11.42 1 72 0.05749 -0.6667 1 -0.12446 
4- -4-.4-374. 4- -O.94322 O. 7200 2 -4.7 1365 -23.ao J 45 O. I5305 - 1.34 1 93 -0.497 1 1 
5 -5.62393 - 1.56049 1. 14260 - 6.40609 -40. 36467 0.306I5 -2.16 1 34 - 1. 40034 
6 - 7. 13 635 -2.3 1 942 1.5 8 1 43 - 6.165 34 -60.76462 0.51364 - 3. n O 6 4 - 3.2 1 673 
7 -6.30621 -3. 2 1146 (96447 -9. 9731 9 -6*4.59435 O.76176 -4 152 16 -6.46S 66 
6 -9.49417 -4.22704 2.30234 - 1 1.79651 -111.17293 I.02506 -5.25210 -II.795 1 7 
9 -J0.50975 -5.35499 2.492 91 - 13.56627 -139.72271 J. 27020 -6.36356 -19. 99730 
JO -II 40179 -6.58285 2.525 95 -15.29 126 -169.27465 1.45636 -7 5 2992 -31.98317 
II -J2. I6072 - 7 6 9 7 2 6 2. 3656 1 - I6.64306 -196.71 796 154937 -6.66669 -48.75654 
I Z  -12.77798 -9.26377 2.07336 - 18.17 936 -226.80263 I.50636 -9-86206 -71. 36 116 
Z ;7.66502 -109.57543 -I070.JOI62 6.6 1 355 -49.40E8 1 -195.61463 
1 3  -I3.24706 -I0.72724 J. 60 62 1 -19. 24149 -252.23396 1. 30068 -II.075 77 -100.6I5 14 
i4 -13.56256 -12.211 90 1,01638 -19. 97944 -Z73.7037I O. 915 16 -12-35666 -136.03978 
15 -13.721 2 1 -13.721 20 O.34763 -20. 3577S -290.00340 0.34763 -13.73945 -163.75815 
20.65544 -169. 1541 ) -1686.04269 n. 17722 -66.57489 -618.22770 
T A B L E  H  ( C O N T I N U E D ^ .  
LOAD AT 2, 
SE
C.
 
m. rriy^ N J >
< 
E
 M ,  C  *1. D  ^ L i 
1 o. 0 ( i 1 
a o. 0. 
3 -/ 4-6 465 -0 3 1552 0. 160 0 1 - 1.532 69 -5.6 6 382 0.0 3826 -0.45630 -0.06253 
4- -Z 92 6 13 -0.76 4-59 0. 4-7512 -3.1 r052 -I5.70585 0. 1 2 7 3 1 - 1. N 62 4 -0.4 1 35 1 
5 -4..3 14-62 - 1. 40 I 66 0. 84-649 -4 7459 I -29. 90390 0,£7 503 -1.94163 - 1. 25 7 99 
6 -5.fe2 904- -2.I6079 !. 24 706 -6.4 3 869 -4.7 9 32 5 1 0. 47 8 70 -2.69790 -2.99 659 
7 -<&. 55 <o 90 - 3.052S3 1.6 2646 -8-17 397 -69 3330fe 0. 72 4 1 3 -3.9 47O6 — 6.14648 
a - 7 9 8 4 8 6 -4-.0684-I 1.93633 -9.92 1 1 9 -93.49952 0. 986 5 9 -5.05500 -n.35253 
9 - 9. OO 044 -5.19 636 2./3490 -11.63685 -H9.65707 1. 2 3258 -6. 1 9 448 -<9.40492 
lO -9.8 9 2 46 -6.424-22 2.19 J 58 -13.267 10 -146 867 12 <.4232 2 -7.3 4 647 -31. 2 1 246 
N -10.65 1 A 1 -7.73865 2.089T0 - 14.75263 -I74.05437 1.5 1 825 -6.51 221 - 47 7 7 7 1 9 
12 - H. Z6867 - 9.1 2 5 1 4- 1 6 264-5 -I6.03205 -200.01315 1.48065 -9.69354 -70.14 185 
21 14.5561 0 -89.6I200 -902.63037 6.28472 - 47 16 463 -190.76635 
13 -11.73775 -I0.5666I 1, 4-2 320 -17.04-920 -223.49556 1.26 1 44 -10.9 1 1 9 6 -99.32433 
14- -<£05327 -12.05 327 0.90327 -I7.75603 -243.24463 0 90327 -12.19634 -136.24667 
15 -12.2 1 1 90 -13.56257 0. 30 957 -18. « » 84-3 -258. 1035 1 0.3438I - 13 56061 -161.€.3373 
X J7. 192 t 4- -142.53566 -1627.47 407 I0.6I324 -83.65376 -607 99308 
TA B L E  H  ( CONTINUED^ .  
LOAD AT 3 
SE
.C
. 
rrix M^C nix D M,^ D 
1 o. o. 
2. o. o. 
3 o. o. 
4- - 1 4.4348 -0.46907 O. 2 3422 -1.53339 -7.742 5 1 0.07 6 1 > -0.66735 -0.24722 
5 - Z . Q Z  997 - I.OS634 0.5552 1 -3.N285 - 1 9. 6 ( 4 O 4 O. 21 3 1 3 - /. 50 46 Z - 0.97465 
6 -4 14 439 - l.84-5a7 0-9 1 6 1 5 -4..74064 -35.29039 0.40860 ~Z.A-'7A-'75 - a.56074 
7 -5.37 zas -2.73 7 3 1 ». 274 30 -6 40 4 1 5 -54. 32 1 I 3 0.64929 -3 539 1 2 -5. 5i 1 2 2 
a -6.500 2. t -3.75 289 J.57630 -S.0765 1 -76. 1 1 4-S6 0.9I OO 8 -4.66297 -10.472 lO 
9 - 7 5 1 5 7 9 -4.680B4- 1.76 2 75 - 9.7 1 7 32 -99.9 1 9 27 1.15 774 -5.8 I e 35 -16.22667 
lO -6.40 783 -6. lO &70 1.66267 -n.275 99 -124 62550 1.35 332 -6.9875 & -29.67949 
11  -9. 16676 -7.4-2 3 1 3 1.79643 -12.6 9633 -149.79375 145634 -6.1 65 J 5 -45.82922 
12 -9.7640Z -6.80962 1.56756 -13.9 i 962 -173.66 137 1.42 9 45 -9. 35837 -67.7165 5 
5: n.56959 -7I.47700 -74I.28Z62 76 54 2® -43. 17824 -t6l. 21606 
13 -<0.£53 lO -lO. 25 309 1. 243 1 9 -14.69 273 -195 22.671 I.243J9 -I0.5662 1 -96.35905 
J4 -10.56662 -11.73775 O.7920 1 -15 5e895 -213.26321 0.87963 -II. Q T / O E  -I32.660I2 
J5 -I0.7E7Z5 - I3.24703 O. 27 1 9 4 -15 91 5 70 -226.72483 O. 33561 -13.26467 -»77.40620 
Z 13.89 673 -M7.S5436 -1376.51757 lO. 11289 -78. 90620 -587.66 543 
T A B L E  JL ( C O N T I M U E D ^ .  
LOAD AT 4 
s
e
c
. 
m. 
•^L 
1 
M .  B  M ; , C  
*1. 
1 o. o. 
z o. o. 
3 o. o. 
4 o. o. 
5 -1.3864-9 -0.61727 0.27202 -1.52 506 - 9.6095 3 0. J2 1 1 O -0.65494 -0.55392 
6 - Z . 1 0 0 9 1  - 1. 37620 0.59636 -3.08949 -22. 99S84 0.304S8 - 1.84566 -i.90979 
7 -3.9aS77 -2.2G824 0.9 3 1 90 -4.6834 1 -39.72546 0.53603 -2.93265 -4.5666J 
6 -5.05673 -3. 28362 1.22626 -6.26299 -59-21229 0.79633 -4.080I5 -9. J6320 
9 -6.0723 1 -4-4 1177 I-440 35 - 7 . 6 5  1  O  1  -aO-7268 / I.04647 - 5.2 5 9(8 -16.47 SOI 
lO -6.96 435 -5-6 3963 1.54266 -9.34-0 lO -I03 395 »1 I.24940 -6.45 lOO -27.40046 
11 -7. 72328 -6- 95406 1.5 1 52 3 -I0.69705 -126-20569 L 36432 -7.6491 9 -4-2-9 33 25 
IZ -6.34054 -6. 3 4055 1 3 5 3 3 4  -11.86617 - I48.04033 f.35 334 - 8.86008 -64 »I097 
Z  6.8 6034 - 5 5 . 3 3 5 3 0  -589.9J62B 6.77367 -37.93285 -167. II 343 
1 3  -8.80962 -9.78402 I.06 6 17 -I2.7960e -/.67. 741 7 7 J.f6e3) - J O . I O  I 9 0  -9I-9507I 
(4 -9.125 14 -1126668 0.68 364 -13.44252 -J84.I5263 0.84447 - 11.40244 -127.37789 
16 -9.28377 -J2 77796 O.23534 -J3.77405 -196.21629 O.32392 -(Z.79497 -171. 12629 
Z  I 0 . 8 6 7 6 9  -95.34793 - I I 3 8 . 0 2 6 9 7  9.J2657 -72-232t6 -557-56832 
TA B L E  H  ( C O N T I N U E D ^ .  
LOAD AT 6 
S
E
C
.
 
L rrix b *•1. nOxC 
J O. o. 
z o. o 
3 o. o. 
4 o. o. 
5 o. o. 
6 o. o. 
7 -(.£2760 -0.S92O4 O. 29125 - 1. 46 37 1 -I2.4t542 O. 2 1 1 5 3 -1.15 3 34 -«.79eO 1 
8 -e.3556a - 1.907e>2 0.57 ! 29 -2.9271 1 -27.58571 O.4-62G0 -2.37022 -5.32304 
9 - 3.37 1 40 - 3,0 3557 0.79 9 70 -4 35 895 -44.62 1 35 O. 72004- -3.61 864 -11.33582 
JO -4.20344 -4.26343 0.94-4-52 -5.7 17 63 -63.29648 O.94452 -4-8768 1 -20.7/4 1 3 
i  1  -5.02237 - 5. 5 7 7S6 O.96534 -6.956 )6 -82 .0704-0  /.094 32 -6 1 3 54-2 -34.43682 
12 -5.63 9 63 -6.964- 35 O. 9 1 509 -6 02 356 - I00 .10056  1 1 3 OO 4- - 7. 3 9 8 1 6 -53.53259 
X 4. 507 i 9 -29.4-4734 -330.2©992 4.5 6 3 1 1 -25.55259 ->27.13 64./ 
J3 -€).IOS7l -6.40762 0.74068 -6.87296 -116.31442 I.OI 94 5 -6.68099 -79.017 1 1 
14- -6.4-24-23 -9 89 24 6 0.46 J 43 -9.46373 -I29.646IO 0.74 1 34 -10.009 90 -III 62173 
/5 -€..5628e - n 4-0 t 7 8 O. 16 6 86 -9 76 679 -139.13/45 0.28904- "(1.4 1694- -152.69563 
Z 5. 696 16 -57 5 508Z -7/5.38189 6.6 / 2 94 -55.6604-2 -470,67308 
T A B L E  H  ( C O N T I N U E D ^ .  
L O A D  A T  d> 
SE
C
. 
M, 
u 
m„ b rrix C N^x D L m,^b 
6 O. o. 
9 -I.OI558 -  J. 12795 0.Z40 9 0 -I 3 1 306 -(3.50I71 0.2.E>7 5 5 -  1-3446 I -4.21 2 14 
LO -  I.90762. -2.35 561 O. 4-226 1 -2.55837 -26.32110 O. 52 I 9  1 -2.69474- -  IJ.44584 
1 1 -Z.66655 - 3.67024 O. 52 313 -3.69328 -43.5740I 0.7200© -4--0 37 12 -22.6594-7 
IZ -3.28381 -5.05673 O.53 283 -4 67 1 9  1 -58.28595 0.8205 1 -5 37 17 1 -38.86936 
2: K.7 1 9  49 -12.2366 2 -143.68285 2.33003 -13.4481 8 -7 7.1 86 8 1 
13 -3.75269 -6.50020 0.45504 -5.4 5 111 -71.45784 O. 7 8 8 I 5 -6.71 1 39 -6J.08920 
14- -4 0 6 84-1 -7.  98486 0.30489 -5.99330 -62.10377 O. 598 39 -8 07964- -90.E5854 
15 -4.22704- -9.4-94 1 <o 0.1 07 1 6  -6. 27 153 -89 3402 2 O. 24066 -9. 50679 -127. 14645 
Z 2.58658 -29.95256 -386.58468 3.95725 -37,74 6 0 0 -355.68300 
LOAD AT 9 
9 O. O. 
lO -0.89204 -1-22786 O. 1 97 62 -1.19634- -13.24353 O.Z7ZQZ -I.40 45I -5.96563 
II -I .65097 -2 54229 O 32390 -2.28666 -26.97845 0.49877 -2.79642 -15.69569 
IZ -  2-26823 -3.92878 0.36 804 -3.2270 3 -40.25993 0.6374© -4.17350 -30-19920 
21 0.86956 -6.7 I003 -80 48 191 1 40 827 -8. 37443 -5I.860S2 
13 -2.73731 -5-37225 0.33 1 90 -3.97597 -52.I2044 0.65 139 -5.54679 -50.46867 
/4 -  3.05283 -FE.85691 0.22678 -4.49722 -61 60855 O. 5 1 5  8 6 -6.93630 -77. 50852 
15 -3.21 1-46 -8.3662 I O-O 8 1 4  1 -4.76475 -67 8755 2 0-2I 208 -8.37734 -II2.04263 
Z 1-53165 -19.947 97 -262.08€>42 2.78560 -29 23666 -29I.90034 
TAB L E H ( C O N T I N U E D ) .  
LOAD AT 11 
s
e
c
.
 
J 
X 
E rriy 
•'1. n ix  t )  nix c -"•U D L my^b my^d 
i t  o .  0. 
i z  -0 .6 I7Z6  -1 .3664-9  0.100I6  -0.87 6 I a - I0 .95603  0.22497  -  1 .47285  - I0 .65748  
x  0. lOO\  6 -0 .87  81  8  -10 .95605  0 .224-97  - I .4728S ~ |0 .6574© 
13  - 1.06634- -2 .62996  0.13172 -1 .57792  -20 .68473  0. 3  4  3  1 3  -2 .92  1 9  1 -26 .59  61  1 
14- - f -40 186 -4 . .314-62  0. I0506  -2 .065I2  -28 .29066  0. 32  334  -4 .36583  -48 .771  21  
15  -L560A9 -5 .82392  0 ,03956  -2 .31  525  -32 .98J60  0. 14764  -5 .83  167  -77 .99557  
0. 37650  -6 .8364-7  -92 .91  304  1.  03908  -14 .59226  - I64 .02037  
LOAD AT 15 
13  O.  0. 
/4  -0 .3 I  552  -  I .4 .S466  0 .02 .365  -0 .46460  -6 .36745  0, IN 26 - I .50226  -{6 .76217  
J5  -0.4.74^15 -2 .99396  0.01 20 2 -0 .7034a  -10 .021  35  0.07  5  90  -2 .99794  -40.09595 
51 0 .03567  -  1.  1  6  826  - I6 .36860  0.18716 -4 - .  50022  -56 .87812  
T A B L E  H I .  V A L U E S >  O F  I N F L U E N C E  O R D I N >  
A N D  T W I S T I N G  M O M E N T  A T  ~  P O I T  
4 
© ^ A S "  s in 0  =  0 . 7 0 7 I I  ,  c o s © =  0 , 7 0 7 1 1 ,  X  =  I 0 . 2  
^ -  point  X s in o = 7.^5007, x cos e = 725007, i  
X  s i n  0  +  c o s  Q  ^  1 0 , 2 5 3 1 0 ,  x c o s e -
U n i t "  LO«C1  A" 
C  1  2  3  4  
M c  +  4  6 1  6 3 7  +  4  2 3 8 1 5  +  3 . 5  3  5  8  1  +  2 . 8 9 0 4  5  +  2  3 1  3 0 '  
M c  S i n  ©  +  3 . 2 6 4 . 2 9  +  2 . 9 9 6 6 4  + 2  4 9 8  7 9  + 2  0 4 3 6 7  +  1 , 6 3 5 5  
rvi,. C o  s  ©  +  3 . 2 6 4 2 9  +  2 . 9 9 6  8 4  +  2 . 4 9 6 7 9  +  2 . 0 4  3 8 7  +  1 . 6 3 5  S  
V c  +  0 . 4 7  1  e 7  +  0 . 4 «  5 9 7  + 0, 3 6 0 4  1  +  0 . 3 0 7  •  
Vc( x  S i n  0  +  C o s  © )  +  4 . 8 3 e 0 8  +  4 . Z 6 4 9 a  +  3 . 6 9 5 3 2  +  3 . 1 5 1 3  
V < , ( X  C o s e  - 9  S i n  0 )  +  2 0 0 3 1 4  +  1 . 7 6  6  5 9  +  1 . 5  3 O 6  3  +  1 ,  3 0 5 2  
T c  +  0 .  1  3 5 3 8  + 0, 3 5 0 0 0  + 0.4 9 6 2 2  +  0 . 5 8 E I  
T t  S i n ©  +  0 . 0 9 5 7 3  + 0. £ 4 7 4 9  +  O . 3 5 O 8 6  + 0. 4  I I  €  
T t  C o s ©  +  0 . 0 9 5 7 3  + 0. ^ 4 7 4 9  +  0 . 3 5 0 8 B  +  0 . 4  U  G  
- 5 . 1  ^ C > S 5  - 9 . 4 9 4 1 7  - 7 . 9 8 4 6 6  - 6 .  5 0 0 2  1  -  5 . 0 5 6  
M x t .  S i n ©  - 3  6 £ 5 0  3  -  6 . 7  1  3 4 2  - 5 . 6 4 6 1 7  - 4 . 5 9 6 3 6  - 3 , 5 7 5  
- 3 . 6 a 5 0 3  - 6 . 7  1  3 4 a  -  5 . 6 4  6 1 7  - 4 . 6 9 6 3 6  -  3 . 5 7 6  
M y ,  -  e .  1  2 3 4 6  - 4 . 2  2 7 0 4  - 4  0 6 8 4 1  -  3 . 7  5  2 6 9  -  3 .  2 8 3  
S i n  ©  -  1 .  5 0 I 5 2  -  2 . 9 8  © 9 6  - 2  8 7 6 8 1  -  2 . 6  5  3 7  1  - 2 . 3 2 2  
M y ^  C o s  ©  -  1 . 5 0 1  s a  - 2 . 9 8 6 9 8  - 2 . 8 7 6 8 1  - 2 . 6  5  3 7 1  - 2 ,  3  2 2  
L e f t  -  I . 8 G . 2 2 6  - 1 . 7 7  3 7 5  - 1 , 5 1 1 7 2  -  I . ( 6 0 0 0  - 0,6 9  9 <  
T i  L e f t  -  1 .  I 4 0 7 6  - 1 . 1 7  9 8 1  - 1 . 2 4 8  5 3  -  I . E Q 0 9 7  - 1 . 2 7 5 '  
E i g h t  - 1 . 8 0 2 2 6  - 1 . 9 3 4 9 7  - 2 0  1  3 6  8  - 2 . 0 0 2 3  3  - 1 , 9 2 7 4  
T ^  R i g h t  -  1 .  1  4 0 7  8  - I . 0 6 9 4 3  - 0 , 9 7 9 6 9  - 0 . 8 6 4 1  2  - 0 , 7 4  1  «  

U U E N C E  O F T D I N A T E S  F O R .  6 E N D I N 6  M O M E N T  
V4ENT AT I POINT '— ARC 160" 
4  
D.70711^ X = I0.253I0, L)-A.Z4-E>^L 
5 0  =  7 ^ 5 0 0 7 ,  Y  S I N  E  =  3 . 0 0  3 0 3  ,  L ^ C 0 3  0  -  3 . 0 0 3 0 3  
3 I O ,  X  C O S  e  -  s i n  e  =  4 . e 4 6 9 i  
Uni t  L  o  d  At  
3  4- 6  8  9  1 1  13  
2 .8904  5  + 2  31  30<6  +  1 ,366  5  4  + 0 .6  97  3  9  + 0 .460  43  + 0 ,15553  + 0 .02632  
a04367  + 1 .6  35  59  + 0 ,966£9  + 0 .4  93  1 3  +  0 .325  5  7  +  0 .  1 O  996  + 0 .0  1 86  1 
^ .04  367  + 1 .635  99  + 0 ,96629  + 0  493  13  + 0 .32557  + 0 .  1 O  998  + 0 .01  66)  
0 .3604I  + 0 .307  3fe  +  0 . a  I009  + O.  1  Ea60  + 0 .09493  + 0 .04  305  + 0 .0  1196  
3 .€ .9532  +  3 .15139  + 2 .  15407  + 1.  3  1 ©55  + O 97  3  3  3  + 0 .44  I40  + 0 .  1 2  283  
1.  5  306  3  +  1.  305  33  + O.  89223  + 0 .  546<5  +  0 .40  3  1 6  + 0 .  1 8283  + 0 .05066  
0 .49©22 + 0 .58^ l0  + 0 .60767  + 0 .49800  + 0 .4 (460  •^O.23234  +  0 .07  f 1  8  
0 .3S086  + 0 .4  11  6  1 +  0 ,42969  + 0 .352  1 4  + 0 .293  17  +  0 .  16429  + 0 .05033  
0 ,3508B + 0 .4  1 )  6  1 +  0 .42969  + 0 ,3  52  14  +  0 .29317  +  0 .164-29  + 0 .05033  
•C) .  SOOE 1 -  5 .05673  -  Z.  35  5e^  
•4 . .59<536  -  3 .57566  -  1 66582  
4 .5963e  -  3  .57666  -1 .66  sea  
3 .7  5  £89  -  3 .  a6362  - I .9076  Z 
-2 .€ .5371  - a  32 .ZOX -  1 .34  890  
-E . feS  371  - Z .  b Z Z O Z  -0 .6  307  7  
-  I . I  6000  -0 .69909  + 0  5  35  3  3  +  £ .16362  +  I .59207  + 0 .7  » 567  + 0 .  1 9  » 7  7  
-  ^ . ^6097  -1 .  ^ 7  567  -  1.  1  M 9  I  - 0 .667  14  -  0 .4  3556  -0 .1  2852  -O.O 19  16  
- Z . O O Z  3  3  -1 .9274  1 -» .6  174-7  - ( .177  56  -0 .940  9  3  -0 .4957  1 -O ,  1 54  5  5  
>0 .8641  2  -0 ,74  1 87  -0 .  50375  -0 .29908  -O.2  1 558  -0 .09I44  -O.OI  606  

T A B L E  I V  .  V A L U E S  O F  I N F L U E N C E  O R O I N A T E S  
A N D  T W I S T I N G  M O M E N T  A T  - J  P O I N T  ^  
4  
0=54-" s in © = 0.8090a ,  COS e = 0.5677 9 ^ x=6.5£29€.,  
^ - p o i n t  X. sin e = 6.89525 ,  x cos e = 5.0097 i  ,  y s i n e  
x s i n e  +  v ^ c o s e : ^  8 . 5  2 a 9 e ^  x c o s e - ^ ^ s i n  
u n i T  L o a d  a 1  
c  1  2  3  4  
Mc + 3 ,92595  + 3 .54795  + 2  857  9fe  +  2  24  283  +  I .7Q6 5  2  
Mc 5 in  0  3 .  I7 fe l7  2 . a 7 0  36  2 .31215  1 ,8  14  49  1 .  3806  1  
Mc 0  2  307©3 e .08545  1 .67  986  1 ,31831  I .OO 30  
Vc 0  4  < 0  59  6  0.398e i  0. 33322  0 , 27 lOf  
Ve(xs in  © +  gcose )  3  9715  3  3  397  34  2  64002  2 .  3  104  
Vc(XCose  -ys in©)  1.  29040  1 1 0  383  0  92276  0 .7  506  
Tc  0. I07  5  5  0.26762  0, 36255  0 ,4025  
Tc  S inQ 0 .0670I  0. 2165  1 0. 293  3  1 0. 3256  
T(. Cos  © 0. 0€)  322 0  1 57  50  0, 21 3  10  0 .  2365  
-4  ac .  14  8  -  7 .7640  3  -G. ,25472  -  4 .77007  -  3 .3265  
Sin  0  -3 .447€)2  -  6 .  28  1 2  G -  s .oeo  1 9  -  3 .65908  -  2.<o9l  2  
M x l  ^ 05  0  - 2 .  5048C.  -4 ,  563fe2  -3 .67<b46  -  &.80  360  -1 .  9553  
Mv. -  1.  3846  I -  2 ,74934  -2  5  9071  -2 2-7 519 -1  6 O 6 I ;  
3in  0  -  1  1  20  1  6  -  2  224  2,7 -  2  09594  -  I .840G)7  -  1 .46  1 1 S  
Myi .  Cos  0  - 0. 81 3 5C) -  1 G> KoO 3  -  1 5^2 .7  9  -1 .33733  - I .06I  6 ;  
L e f t  -  1 .065  31  -  0  9921  8  - 0 7  1 6  1 9  -  0  52860  + 0 .1747  
T j.  L e f t  
4 
-  0  9  2  2  95  -  0 ,94949  -0.98668  - 0.98463  -  0 .933c  
f t i g h t  -  I .085  3  1 - 1 ,164  39  -1  24  249  -  1.  2  3  8  fc  3  -1 .16  6  3  
T i  R i g h t  -  0  92  a  95  - o e a z o e  -0,7 9 2 3 6  -0,6688e -0  57  80  
-1^  . . _ 
For circular arc^ x •s/n e-f-y cos e = x and x cos e ~ y s/n e - y. Corr 

- INFLUENCE OCOINATES FOB. BENDING MOMENT 
M O M E N T  A T  P O ^ N T  A B C  1 4 - 4 °  4 
30 = 0.56779^ X =  Q . 5 Z Z 9 e  ,  y=2 769£ l  
X COS e = 5 0097 I ; sin e = 2,24035, ycos e = i.e£77 1 
i.5ZZ9e ^ XCOSe-I.^Sin0=2.7fe92.|^|^ 
U n i t  L o a d  a t  
5  4  6  6  9  1 1  
2  8 5 7  9 f c  + 2  2 4  2 8 3  +  1 , 7 0 6  5  2  +  0 . 8 7 4 4 7  +  0 . 3 4 8 I  3  • f O . 1 8 6 3  1  +  0 . 0 2  2 9 5  
a ,  3  1  2  1  5  1 . 8 1 4 4 9  1 .  3 8 0 6 I  0 . 7 0 7 4 6  O . 2 8 1 6 4  0 .  I 5 0 7 3  O . O I  8 5 7  
1 . 6 7  9 8 8  1 . 3 1 8 3 1  I . O O  3 0 8  O .  5  1  4 0 0  0 . 2 0 4 6 3  O .  I 0 9 5  1  O . O I  3 4 9  
O ,  3 9 6 6 1  O .  3 3  3  2  2  0 . 2 7  1  0 8  O .  1  6  1  1  6  0 . 0 7 6 6 3  0 , 0 4 5 5 7  0 . 0 0 7 3 3  
3  3 9 7 3 4  2  6 4 0 0 2  2  3 1 0 4 0  1 , 3 7  3 5 6  0 . 6  5  3 1 1  O ,  3 6 6 3 9  0 . 0 6 2 4 7  
1  1 O  3 8 3  O  9 2 2 7 6  
O , 3 6 2 5 5  
0 . 7 3 0 6 6  0 , 4 4 6 2 9  O  2 1 2  2 0  O . 1 2 6 1 9  0 . 0 2 0 3 0  
O . 2 6 7  6 2  0 . 4 0 2 5 0  0 .  3 6 0  3 0  0 . 2  2 6 5 3  O .  ( 5 1 0 7  O . O Z 9 7  1  
O .  2  t  6  5  1  O ,  2 9 3 3  1  O .  3 2 5 6  3  O .  2 9 1  4 9  0 . 1 8 3 2 7  O  1  2  2  2  2  0 . 0 2 4 0 4  
0  I 5 7 3 0  O ,  2 1  3  l O  O .  2 3 6 5 9  
-  3 . 3 2 6  5  9  
O .  2  M  7  8  0 , 1 3 3 1 5  0 . 0 6 6 6 0  O . O I  7 4 6  
6 . 2 5 4 7 2  -  4 , 7  7 0 0 7  -  o . e  a  5 ® 8  . 
5  0 6 0  t  9  -  3 , 6 5 9 0 8  -  2 . < o 9 l  2 6  -  O .  5 0 6  1  9  
3 . 6 7 6 4 6  -  2 , 6 0  3 6 0  -  1 ,  9 5 5 3 4  - O ,  3 6 7 7 7  
2  5  9  O  7  1  - 2 ,  2 7  5  1  9  -  1  6 0 6 1 2  - 0 . . 4 2 9 9 2  
2  0 9 5 9 4  -  1 . 8 4 0 6 7  -  1 . 4 6  1  1  9  - O . 3 4 7 8 1  . 
-  f .  5 2 2 7  9  - J . 3 3 7  3 3  -  I , 0 6 l  6 2  - 0 . 2 5 2 7 0  
-  O  7  1  6  1  9  - O  3 2 8 8 0  +  0 . 1 7 4 7 0  • • • 1 5 3 3 9 !  - • 1 . 0 6 7  9 0  +  0 . 6 2 7 9 2  ••0.09650 
-  0 , 9 6 6 6 6  - 0 , 9 B 4 6 3  -  0 . 9 3 3 9 6  - 0 . 6 4 6 8 4  - O . 2 3  3 5 6  - O .  1 1 3 4 6  - O . O O  9 7 5  
- 1  ^ 4  2 4 9  - 1 , 2 3 8 6 3  - 1 . 1 6  6  3  8  - 0 . 8 7 7 8 6  - O .  5 0 4 6  2  - O .  3 2 6 4 6  - O  0 6 I 3 6  
• O . 7 9 2 5 6  - 0 , 6 6 8 6 6  - O  5 7 8 0 3  - 0 . 3  5 9 2 0  - O .  1  7  5 7 0  - O .  1 0 5  3 4  - O  O I 7 2  3  
:/ X C03 0 - s/n e = y. Correcf on/^ to f/^e significant figures 
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C. Dlacuaslon 
In general, the test results on the rod showed close 
agreement with the analysis. For the 180® ero the rela­
tively high experimental values for bending moment at ^ 
and at the quarter-point were probably due to the ends of 
the rod not being perfectly fixed. Other slight dis­
crepancies may be explained by the fact that the rod was 
cold bent, was not turned in a lathe to a perfect cir­
cular section, and had mill scale on it except at the 
points of fastening the gages. 
- 57 
V. ANALYSIS OF CIRCULAR-ARC CTJR\rED BEAM OF I-FORM 
A« General 
Because of the shape of its cross-section the curved 
"beam of I-form must have special treatment. It is a re­
cognized fact (8) that when an I-heam is fixed at its 
ends and then twisted, direct stresses are produced in 
the edges of the heam. These stresses are caused by 
each flange acting as a beam. The bending moments in­
duced in the top and bottonj flanges by twisting are equal 
but of opposite signs. 
In the case of a curved I-beam fixed at its ends 
this stress becomes of primary importance. It was 
found that it might be as much as seven times as great 
as the stress the designer would ordinarily compute due 
to the bending moment about the major axis of the I-beam, 
The redeeming feature of this condition is that the 
stresses caused by these induced bending moments are of 
a localized nature and the signs of these stresses are 
the same at diagonally opposite corners of the I-beam, 
- 58 -
« 
Since this is true one finda that the stress due to twist­
ing may be either added to or subtracted from what we 
might call the ordinary bending stress^ 
The analysis used her© is essentially that of 
Unold (14), but in this chapter the principles of ana­
lysis are extended to include non-symmetrical concen­
trated loads* The origin of coordinates is taken at the 
applied load. This means that the origin varies according 
to the position of the load, 
B. Notation 
The follov/ing notation is used in Chapters V and 
VI; 
V displacement of center line of top flange in 
circumferential direction; positive when move­
ment is toward the origin, 
z displacement of center line of top flange in 
radial direction, positive for outward movement, 
y displacement of axis of I-beam in Vertical 
direction; positive for upward movement. 
M bending moment at any section of I-beam; positive 
for compression in top flange, 
T twisting moment developing shearing stresses on 
- 59 -
I-beamJ positive as shown In Pig. 16, 
V vertical shear at any aectionj positive as shown 
In Pig. 16. 
*9^  bending moment In flange induced by twist of 
I-beamJ positive for compression on the inside 
of the top flange, 
shear accompanying, 
0 angle of tv/ist per unit length of I-beam» 
r radius of curved I-beam. 
X distance along axis of I-beam, 
E modulus of elasticity of I-beam, 
P concentrated load on I-beam, 
a one-half the depth of the beam, 
I  
1 moment of inertia of the I-beam about the 
horizontal axis. 
^a-2 of inertia of the I-beam about the 
vertical axis, 
H one-half of 
G modulus of elasticity of I-beam in ahear. 
K torsion constant, comparable to the polar moment 
of inertia for circular sections, 
Ci, Cg, etc. and D^, Dg, etc., constants of integration. 
The derivatives of functions such as M, y, z, etc. 
- 60 -
with respect to are indicated hy use of primes, evg. 
a/ " ' I/' '- • d/ ' • 
The sense of the moment v/hen represented by an 
arrow-head on a vector is such as to direct the arrow­
head away from the plan© of the couple in the direction 
from which the rotation appears counter-clockwise. 
C, Assumptions 
The following assumptions are made: 
1, Hooke's law applies, 
2, The ends of the be8.m are fixed, 
3, Angular deflections are small compared with the 
dimensions of the beam, 
4, H is the moment of Inertia of one flange about 
the vertical axis of the beam, 
5, The transverse shear in each flange may be con­
sidered to act along the outside edge of the flange, 
D, Derivation 
Figure 16 shows a portion of a cijrved I-beam with 
- 61 -
Note,: 
O indicates V acts dov^n 
• indicates V acts op 
T+dT 
V+dV 
© ,  / 6 .  F ORCES / )CT /A /G ON B LEMENT/ \L  
LENOTH OF I-3E/^A/7. 
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the forces acting thereon. The beam Is assumed to be 
loaded with a single concentrated load. 
Then from 
I.Vertical Forces - 0 is obtained 
dV = 0, V = constant 
Ivioments about the line give 
- 0 
T + 2a - (T + dT) - ( ) 2a - {M + dU) djlf = 0 
Neglecting differentials higher than the first degree 
Mdjz( 4- dT + 6.1^  2a = 0 
M -I- T ' -V 2a = 0 (37) 
Moments about the line fi give 
Z - 0 
M - (M -f dM) + (T + dT) d/ + ( 4- d^^- ) 2ad/ 
~(V 4- dV) dx = 0 
Since dx = rd;^ 
- M V  T 4- 2a ~ Vr = 0 (38) 
The coordinates at one point and at a distance 
dx = from this point are in the case of displace-
- 63 
merits expressed by 
7, V, z and y -V dy, v + dv, z dz. 
Now 
^ a dy a I . 
(See Fig, 17), 
Tlie middle fiber of the upper flange shortens from 
the original length by a distance 
Ad^csv-hdv —  v— ( T + Z )  + rd^ = dv — zd^ 
Therefore the unit strain is 
<5 ^ ^  ^ ^ _ V - z 
dx dx dx rd/ r r 
The corresponding bending moment is 
, .  ( E  E )  I  /  T  X  E I  ,  
— - (v - z) (40) 
a ar 
The angle of tv;ist, d'S ^ betv/een the cross-section 
at I and the cross-section at II may be obtained by 
considering the displacements on the center line of the 
top flange. (Pigs, 17 and 18), The relative radial dis­
placement between points 1 and 2, which are a distance dx 
apart, la ad^ . Then 
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r •*-4r+djr 
tf+djr 
v+dv  
Fre. 17. D/SPL^CEMBNTS V,  X  / )A /O Z  
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. ^ + dz 
a » a a 
and the rotation per 
unit length la 
0 = dtS _ d <S 
dx. rd^ 
1 
r 
Also 
0 = 
Let 
q = 
GK 
EI 
then 
Fig, 18, Relative Displace­
ments of points 1 and 2. 
^ , T 1 
? ~ il q 
T=+(v + z')|5 q (41) 
• Z L  
Let = H, Then from the formula* for the 
relation between change In curvature and bending Ttioment 
in the case of curved beams, we have for the bending 
moment on the top flange 
For derivation see Appendix A. 
I 
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9RI = - EH + -^y) 
or 
% = EH , . 
-w (z + z) 
Pig, 19. ^  and ^ 
(42) 
The relation between 
and 2^ may be found by 
taking mcYnenta about the 
vertical axis throu^jh A 
shown in Fig, 19, 
^ 4 d^^ ) d:c = 0 
dW = ^ dx = rd)i^ 
=2?L' 
or 
(43) 
The equations (37) to (43) form a system of simul­
taneous differential equations between the va3.-»lable ^ 
and the terms y, v, B, V, W, and '2^ . It is 
desirable to obtain a differential equation containing 
only ^  and y. 
From equations (39) and (40) we have 
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,  (  \  E I  . a n  . E I  M = (v 2) — = {- Y - 2) — 
ar r ar 
a " ar., 
z = - y -
r EI 
2 ~ ^  y (44) 
From equations (39) and (41) we obtain 
T = +(v -f z') — q = + (- y'+ z' ) — q 
ar r ar 
y' (46) 
Equating equations (44) and (45) and solving for T 
£ ^ M' = ar r p  _ a ' 
r ^ EI Elq r ^ 
ip = (y'+ y'" ) - I/i/q (46) 
Now 
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4 ^ (5) , . ns^  ,111 , 
^4 cy y ) (^M + M ) 
Rewriting equation (47) 
(47) 
From equations (37) and (38) 
M  +  T '  +  2 B  -  0  
- M% T' + IP^' 2a - v' r ^  0 
M + M" + v'r = 0 
Since V = a constant, V = 0 and 
M + M'* = 0 (48) 
7> __ pi (y 4  ^ (5)) 
Equation (37) 
M + T' + = 0 
Substituting for T* (derivative of equation (46) ) 
and (derivative of equation (49) ) we obtain 
o 
, Elq / n "11 \ ,,'t 2EHa , im (g) . / Kn\ M -h (y V y ) - M q ^ (y + yV®' ) = o (50) 
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Differentiating equation (50) twice v/e have 
M'V ~ (y""+ M""q - ^ ^1^ (7^®)+ o (51) 
Addin^j equations (50) and (51) and noting 
tl 
M + M =0 we have 
Klq < II ^ im (6) 4 2EHa , un ^ (6) (8) * « 
—f (y' 4 2y 4 y^ M (^7 4 2y' ' + y^°' ) = 0 (52) 
T.4. Elq , 2EHa^ „ ^ /A ., Let —p^=k, '=B and -i/— =/? then 
j,2 ' j,4 IfB ' 
(y" + 2?"" + y'®') A - (?"" + 2?'®' * y'®') B = o (5S) 
The solution of equation (53) is 
y = + Cpfi + CgSinh^;!^ + C^coBhffi + CgSin;!^ + CqCOB^ 
+ Cr^/zisin/ + GojliooQf^ (54) 
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77?(F fo//omn^ /3 O ^ummor^ of fhe e^iy&//an6 
USEE/ //; CFE/ER/RYJ/^/N^ /HE CON5/OR?/J A/ //O/E^RD/Z/ON: 
y =C^-f-C^<^ -hCj Jinhpf / cojhjJ^ 3w </> /cT co5 4 -f-C^p^/o </> ^ coj </ 
y'=C^i-CjP co3/7/J(/> -f-C^p s/o/? v-(^coj -C^ j/o</ •/•CjC^in</>-^</>coi^)-f-Cg(co5</-<f> 5ir>(f>) 
M ^ / H B / >n ff>i, ^ ^ J ^ r^' ul / - -JR^—[C,CO6<^~C^S/N</>J 
T= A C<j'^-y"')-Mj( - Aic^-fCj/^/z-^/o^jcosh P4> s/n/f/^^-C^Z6/n</) 
-C^z C03 ^ 7/ Cos </>] 
B  
77/ = ~^/Y"-^I/ "/ = -^^FCJPR/¥-^'J3/O/)F>^FC^P*('/RLP'^COSHFO/> -CJZCO^«/>¥-C^2 
- p^¥-C^/y'coj/?/3^-C^S//? fS "C^ C0J(/>-/-Cy/2C0<s/>~^6in^ j 
+ CJ~Z5fo</>-^C03</>jJ- j,'n/>J 
Z'- ^[]^S,'^'^CO>5H FI<PI-C^ /O^SINH -C^COJ ^ SFO </>T^CY^-3 S/'N</>-^ COS<P) 
-(-C^/-JCOJ^/5^ j/>7jjJ//y-
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The neceaaary boundary conditions for determining 
the constants of integration are tabulated below. The 
origin Is to be taken under the load and / is positive, 
measured in either direction. 
When -/3 ^ - 0 
y = 0 y = 0 
y' r 0 y'= 0 = P 
2 = 0 Z=0 X =• 
z' = 0 z'0 yj " -
\ ' 
% 
= M 
The constants of integration are designated as 
C for the segment and D for the ^  segment. 
The necessary boundary conditions for determining 
the constants of Integration in the cnse of symmetrical 
loading, i.e., for , are 
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when ~O( ^ = 0 
7 = 0  
y - 0 
z - 0 
z = 0 
' 1 = 0  o r  ^ = 0  
y' = 0 
25* =• 0 
After the constants of intogratlon are determined 
by the solution of simultaneous equations, the constants 
should be substituted in the equation for the particular 
function desired. The constants of integration are 
expressed in terms of the load P. 
In the determination of the outer fiber stress the 
bonding moment M is substituted in the* flexure formula, 
®1 " bending moment ^ 9?^ is substituted in the 
b flexure formula. So = —' , where b is one~half the 
'2 II > 
width of the flange. The unit stress in the outer fiber 
is then S = ± Sg , 
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VI* EXPERIMEKTS Oil AN I-BEA.K DEliT TO A SEMI-CIRCLE. 
A, General 
For the piirpoae of coiitparison of the analysis do~ 
veloped in Chapter V "with experimental values the strains 
deflections and rotations were measiired on a 6 inch 12,5 
lb» American Standard I-beam, bent in the shape of a 
aemi-circle about the vertical axis v/ith a 6 foot radius. 
Figure 20 is a general view of the oxperimontal set-up, 
B« Materials 
Since the I-beam was bent cold it had initial 
stresses and more or less permanent set. However, the 
beam was not tested until one year after the cold bending 
and it is possible that some sort of recovery had taken 
place in the interim. Later the beam was annealed and 
tested agnin. 
The modulus of elasticity in tension and shear 
Vifere determined from coupons out from an 18 inch length 
Fig. 20. General View of Sxperimental Set~up, 
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of I-beam from the same stock length as the curved beam. 
C, Constants 
The constants necessary for the analysis of this 
I-beam are listed below. The values of E and G were de­
termined from coupons from the beam. The values I, H 
and a may be found in any steel handbook. The value of 
K was taken from the Bethlehem Manual of Steel Con­
struction and was also checked by the membrane analogy. 
The beam was bent to the radius r. 
E S8 300 000 lbs, per aq. In, 
G 11 750 000 lbs, per sq, in, 
K 0,171 inches'^ 
I 21,8 inches'^ 
H 0,9 inches^ 
a 3 Inches 
r 72 Inches 
The constants of integration are given in Table V. 
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TABLE 121.  CONSTANTS OF INTEGRATION 
IN TERMS OF P TO BE USED IN EQUATION(54) .  
CONSTANT «C= 90°, / 3 =  9 0 '  °<= 75°, /g = 105° '<=45", / 3 =  135° 
c, - 0  0 4 - E 0 Q \ Z  -0.04-335I9 -0.0166526 
+o.o9a6aa4. + 0 .  1 2440 1 + 0 .170  947 
Ca  -0.000034-7467 -0.00003557^9 - 0.0 00042.9560 
c. -••0.000034.330 + 0.000033835 1 +0.0000265369 
Cs  - 0 ,  1 37345 -0. 1 66165 -0.25S5I€> 
c. + 0.0464006 + 0.04.I93I3 + 0 .0  163266 
C7 + 0.0a540l5 + 0.0226310 + 0.00766767 
Ce  +0.0446^6I + 0.06265I6 +0.085 5064 
D, -  0 .0  433519 -O.OI6652 6 
0. + 0.06I3636 + 0.0I48I60 
0, - 0.0000339245 -0,0000265394 
0 .  + 0.0000336351 +0.00002653fe9 
D,  -0.066524 9 -0 .0  19  17  37 
D» + 0.04J 93 1 3 +0 ,0  1 63266 
OR + 0.02263IO +0.007867G7 
OE +0.02640 47 + 0.00374765 
D. Method of Procedure 
The beam waa clamped Into position^ as shown In 
PlCo 20, between two 18 Inch wide flange sections v^hlch 
in turn rested on two other 12 inch beams. The 4 foot 
straight ends of the curved beam were anchored so as 
to prevent, as much as possible, any rotation of the 
supporting beams. This was to simulate fixed-end con­
ditions. 
The load was applied direct to the beam throiogh a 
quarter-inch square steel bar 1 inch long, running 
tangential to the curve of the beam* A dynamometer con-
1 
slating of a single spring, turnbuckle, and Jooo 
dial was used to apply the load to the beam. 
The beam waa loaded at the center, at <^=75° 
and at 45°. An initial load of about 125 lbs, was 
placed on the beam for the zero readings. The load was 
then increased 500 lbs, in 100 lb, increments. In all 
cases at least one check test was run, 
Huggenberger tensometera were used for measuring 
strains at the edges of the beam, as shown in Pig, 21, 
These strains were produced by combinations of the bend­
ing moments M and , 
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.Q\W; i?t'aiA:t-ii-/y''V**i;/AUi, 
Pig. 21, Huggenberger Tensoniebera in Place. 
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A clinometer or level bar built to measure the change 
in relative altitude of two points 8 inches apart was 
used to measure rotation of the beam and also of the sup­
ports* One-half inch square steel bars were attached to 
the top and bottom flanges of the I-beam in groups of four 
at 9 different positions along the beam, as shown in Pig, 
20, The changes of altitude of two points eight inches 
apart on each bar were measiired and in this way the 
amount of twist of the beam was obtained. These observa~ 
tions were corrected for the slight rotation observed at 
the supports, 
1 To measure the deflections inch dials were 
1000 
att&ched, one at each of the supports and one at the 
center of the beam. The plungers of the dials made con­
tact with plate glass which was supported by the floor. 
Corrections were made for deflection and rotation at the 
supports in determining the deflection at the center of 
the beam, 
E, Annealing of I-Beam. 
After the first series of tests the I-beam was 
annealed and the tests repeated. The annealing was done 
in the foundry at Iowa State College, A kiln of fire 
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brick was built around the beam, OpenlngB v/ere left for 
gas and air nozinles and also for Inserting a pyrometer 
for temperature readings. The beam was heated uniformly 
to a temperature of about 1555° F, and held at this 
temperature for two hours. The burners were then shut 
off and foundry sand piled on the kiln. The beam was left 
this way to cool for 20 hours. During the annealing and 
subsequent handling of the beam the diameter at the sup­
port decreased l-^- inches. Figure 22 shows a general view 
during the annealing of the beam, 
F, Results 
The results of the teats are shown in Pigs, 23 to 
40, inclusive. The stresses in the edge of the beam 
(Fig, SI) are designated as follows; for the top flange 
T is used, for the bottom flange B, for the inside 
edge I and for the outside edge 0, The top outside 
edge of the flange is then designated as TO and the 
bottom inside edge as BI, 
Figures 23 to 34, inclusive, show the theoretical 
stress along the edge of the beam for loads at of- 90®, 
cA = 75® and 45®, The stress is shown for the beam 
Fig. 22. General View During Annealing of Beam. 
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developed Into a straight line. The experimental values 
for both before and after annealing the beam are also 
Bhown, There is very close agreement between the analy­
tical and experimental values, and it seems to moke little 
difference whether the beam v/as annealed or unannealed. 
However^ there was one difference noticed during the 
testing. While testing the annealed beam the experimen­
tal results could be reproduced exactly each time, but 
with the unannealed beam the check tests in most instances 
varied slightly from the first readings. This was prob­
ably due to the initial stresses existing in the beam. 
It will be noticed that there is a ropid increase 
in stress as one ar.proaches the auijport. This stress 
even thoiigh it reached the yield point of the material 
would probably do little, if any, damage inasmuch, as it 
is of a localized nature. If the material did yield 
the vertical deflection would naturally be increased. 
Figures 35, 36 and 37 show the values of z, 
the radial displacement of the top flange. The experi­
mental values are greater than the theoretical. This 
can be explained by the fact that the flanges of the 
beam had been warped slightly during the original bend­
ing; that the beam weighed 12,4 lbs, per foot instead 
of 12,5 lbs.; and, that in the bending of the beam the 
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bulldozer altered the section at various points along the 
flanges, as can be seen in Fig, 21, In addition to this 
the section of the beam was reduced at various points by 
holes which v/ere tapped l/8 inch in diameter and 3/16 
inch deep. This was necessary in order to fasten the 
clinometer bars. All these factors tend to increase the 
rotation and deflection of the beam over the theoretical 
values, 
Figures 38, 39 and 40 show curves for tv/isting 
moment along the beam. The experimental values were 
obtained by using the difference in rotation of tv/o bars 
placed 2vt inches apart and from this rotation the angle 
of twist was determined. The twisting moment v/ao com­
puted by inultlplying the angle of twist by the torsional 
rigidity and dividing by the distance between the bars, 
0 
In other words, the experimental value for tv/isting moment 
is taken as the product of the angle of twist per unit 
length of beam and the torsional rigidity. The experi­
mental values are not in as close agreement with the 
theoretical values as might be desirable. One reason 
for these discrepancies is that the differences In 
readings were small for large readings of the clinometer. 
Large readings of the clinometer are likely to be in 
error, since the legs of the clinometer are rigid and 
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are perpendicular to Its length, A difference between 
the zero reading and the one taken after the maximum 
loading, amount to 0,3 or 0.4 of an inch, is considered 
large. It will be noted that the theoretical values 
of T are zero at the supports. Since the beam 
was firmly clamped at the supports the twisting tendency 
at the ends was absorbed by the flanges of the beam 
acting as short cantilevers. The total twisting moment 
at these points is equal to the she or times the 
depth of the beam 2a. 
For the load at C7f=75® mensiiremonts of strains, 
30® from the load on the cA segment, were made on the 
top and bottom flanges along four intersecting gage lines 
each making an angle of 45® with the adjacent one, The 
unit shearing stress determined from the readings was 
7510 p,s,i, The computed unit shearing stress at this 
point was 5390 p.s.i. The computed value was made up of 
two parts, one due to the pure torsion T and the 
other due to the flange shear Z/- , A unit shearing 
stress of 5120 p,s,l, in the flange was computed for T 
by the method of Lyse and Jolrmston (8) and a unit 
shearing stress of 270 p,3,i, was computed due to the 
shear iJ" , 
Table VI gives the deflections at the center 
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of the beam. It will be seen that the annealing of the 
benm reduced the deflections slightly. The measured de­
flections were greater than the theoretical values. This 
may bo oxplalnod by tho follo%7ing facts; fche flanges of 
the beam had been slightly warped during the original 
bendingJ the beam was 0,1 lb. lighter than its nominal 
weight; the flanges were reduced In width by the bull­
dozer; at certain points along the beam the section was 
reduced by the holea which it was nocessary to tap In order 
to fasten the clinometer bars; and, compression on the sup­
porting beams would tend to increase the measured deflec­
tion. 
In Appendix B are discussed the theoretical stresses 
in the outer fibers and center fiber of the flanges for 
quarter-point loads. Loads of 200 lbs, were placed on the 
beam spaced at 45 degrees. 
Table VI, Deflections of Center of Beam Due to 
a Load of 500 pounds. 
Deflection in Inches 
o< Calculated 
Before 
Annealing 
After 
Annealing 
90° 0,82 1,17 1,05 
75° 0.74 0,93 0,89 
45° 0,28 0,36 0,36 
V 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 
A. Analysis of Curved Beam by Method of Work Involving 
Only Bending Moment, Twisting Moment and 
Shear, with Teats on a C-orved Rod. 
1, This analysis may be used for beams of circular 
cross-section or of such cross sections that little 
or no bending moment is induced in planes parallel 
to the plane of the axis of the beam when the beam 
is twisted, 
2, This analysis may be used for a horizontally curved 
beam of any plan. 
3, This analysis may be used for unsymmetrical loads, 
4, The computed bending stresses are in close agreement 
with the experimental values in the case of a round 
steel rod used as a curved beam and loaded per­
pendicularly to the plane of its axis, 
5, The computed twisting moments are in close agree­
ment with the experimental values. 
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13. Analysis of the Clroular-Aro Beam of I~form and 
Tests on the I-Beam. 
1. Ilie analysis given is satisfactory for computing 
stresses in a clrcular~arc beam of I-foiw, 
2. This analysis may be used In the case of any cir­
cular-arc fixed-end beam of I-form. To determine 
the constants of integration it is necessary to 
substitute the boundary conditions for the particu­
lar case in the equations on page 70 and solve the 
equations simultaneously. 
3. Relatively high stresses occur near and at the 
fixed ends of a circular-arc curved beam of I-forrn. 
4. The twisting moment producing pure torsion is zero 
at the supports, 
5. The measured deflections of the I-beam are 20 to 
43 percent greater than the theoretical values. 
These relatively large discrepancies may be accounted 
for by calling attention to tho fact that about 
95 percent of the deflection la due to the twisting 
of the beam, Tho irregularities of this particular 
beam have a greater influence on the deflections 
due to twisting than the deflections due to bending. 
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Tho computed stresses In the outer flbors are in 
very close agreement with the experimental values. 
The experimental values of twisting moment pro­
ducing pure torsion are in close agreement v/ith the 
computed values, with the exception of a fev; values 
which were hij^hor than the computed values. 
Upon comparing the beam in the annealed condition 
with the beam in the unannealed condition it is 
noted that there is very slight difference in the 
observed readings for strain on the outer fibers. 
In the case of check tests on the annealed beam 
the readings could be duplicated while for the beam 
in the unannealed condition they were slightly 
erratic. This would indicate that in the case of 
the annealed beam there was more uniformity in 
material structure. 
The analysis shov/a that for quarter-point loads the 
stress at the supports due to the bending moment 
alone has a ratio to the outer fiber stress of about 
1 to 7. 
The working stress for the outer fibers can prob­
ably be taken just below the yield point of the 
material without serious damage except that the 
deflection might be excessive. 
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VIII. SUMMARY 
Two analyaea of the cvjrved beam are presented here. 
The first analysis is developed by the method of work 
and Involves only bending moment, tv/isting moment and 
shear. The beam may have any plan form, loaded with con­
centrated loads or distributed loads, and must have 
such a cross-section that there ia little or no bending 
moment induced in planes parallel to the plane of the 
axis of the beam when the beam is twisted. The second 
analysis pertains to a beam of I-form with a circular-
arc plan loaded with a single concentrated load* 
Experiments were conducted in order that a comparison 
might be made with the theoretic results. Accompanying 
the first analysis are the results of testa made of a 5/4 
inch round ateel rod bent into a circular-arc of 14'|- inch 
radius. For comparison v/ith the second analysis are 
the results of tests on a 6 inch 12,5 lb. American Stan­
dard I-beam bent in a semi-circle to a radius of 6 feet. 
The experimental results for the beam bent cold are given 
together with the experimental results for the beam in the 
annealed condition. 
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APPENDIX A 
Derivation of the Expression of the Relation Between 
Change in Curvature and Bending Moment 
in the Case of Curved Rods, 
The following is the derivation of the expression 
for the bending moment ( *9^ ) in the flange due to the 
change in the, curvature of the axis of the top flange, 
Pigtire 41 shows the points 1 and 2 in their original 
positions and 1* and s" in their displaced positions. 
dx = rd;^  I  ^^  ~ dx rdp r 
The new curvature may be expressed as 
1 dc^ + A 
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dx 4- A dx (a) 
where r^^ is the new radius. 
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l' and the normal to the radius at l' is ^  , The cor-
dx 
responding angle at 2 la 
^2 dz . d z 
+ dx 
dx ax 
Then 
d z 
Adj^  ~ g- dx 
^ . rlv«=' 
and 
Adx =r (r + 25) d/^ -rdjtf = zd/f = 2^^  
r 
Substituting In equation (a) we have 
1 > 
S 2 d z 1 d z 
dx^  r dx^  
^1 CIXH-^ 1^^ 
r r 
1 , , 3 . 1 d^z (1"T*'~)= IT 
 ^ r ' r dx'^  
1 , z _ 1 d^z 
**1 '^ l^  " ^  dx'*^  
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2 * 
since r can be taken equal to rr-j^ for very amall changes 
in the length of the radius. Also 
i  ^i = 4.'?^  
rn r EH 
The plus sign on the right side of the equation 
follows from the sign of the hending moinent which is 
taken to "be positive when it produces a decrease in the 
initial curvature. 
We may then writ© 
— ^  ^ 4. ^  5 = -ir IF ^ 17") 
EH is + 5^  - ;;s ® ' 
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APPENDIX B 
C^uarter-Point Loada . 
In order to study the effect of several loads on 
the beam at one time the curves of Figs, 42, 43, 44 
and 45 are plotted. The outer fiber stresses are 
obtained by the theoretical superposition of the previous 
individual loads at c<=45°, <?(= 90^^ and 
To keep the atreaaea within working limits loada of 200 
lbs, each are placed at the quarter-points. These 
figures also show the stress due to the bonding moment 
M. It is seen that this latter stress is very small 
compared with the outer fiber stress. In fact, on 
comparing the maximum values of each it is noted that 
they have a ratio of about 1 to 7, 
Unless it is necessary to keep within certain limits 
of deflections it would seem best to take the working 
stress for the outer fibers near the yield point. If 
the yield point should be reached in the outer fibers 
the author believes little damage would be done except 
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fchat the deflection might toe excessive. The reason for 
this belief is that although the stress due to the 
moment Is hlg;h it affects a localized portion of the 
beam* In other words this la another case of relatively 
high localized stress. As stated before, the stresses 
due to are of the same sign in the outer edges of 
the beam diagonally opposite one another. 
